The best astrological education today is provided by the news media, which unerringly chooses the hottest planetary issues of the day. Studying events in this way the observant student can soon learn the art of correlating mundane events with astrology. You learn to live in the moment as your breath is taken away by the significance of everything unfolding moment by moment. Come and see what is going on right now around you!
Facebook blocks photo of Neptune statue for being 'explicitly sexual'

Social network admits error after photo of 16th-century statue in Piazza del Nettuno was blocked for showing the body ‘to an excessive degree’

![The statue of Neptune in the Piazza del Nettuno, cited by Facebook as ‘concentrating unnecessarily on body parts’. Photograph: Paolo Carboni/Creative Commons](image-url)
SEA CREATURES
... and other things Neptunian
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Cyanide spill floods into Danube

A flood of toxic cyanide 40km long washed down the River Tisza in northern Yugoslavia yesterday accompanied by a tide of dead fish, spreading the poison further downstream into the Danube and adding to the toll of environmental destruction across central Europe.

The spill, which originated in northern Romania, where a dam at the Baia Mare gold mine overflowed last month and caused cyanide to flow into streams, has not been diluted to a safe level despite winter rains.
METAL RULERSHIPS?
South Crofty tin mine closes

WHEN?
6 March 1998

WHERE?
Pool

KNOWN FOR
In 1998, Cornwall’s last working tin mine, South Crofty, closed. This was a very sad day for the people of Cornwall. It brought to an end nearly 4,000 years of tin working. However, there is still hope that mining at South Crofty may begin again one day.

In 1998, diwettha bal sten byw Kernow, Krofti Dyghow, a dhegeas. Dydh pur drist o hemma rag tus Kernow. An degeans a worfennas ogas ha 4,000 bledhen a hwelyow sten. Byttegyns yma govenek hwath y hwra balweyth yn Krofti Dyghow dalleth

Cornish lads are fishermen, and Cornish lads are miners too. But when the fish and tin are gone what are the Cornish boys to do?
LARGEST LEAD MINE IN EUROPE CLOSES

October 2001

Governmental imperatives having changed over the years, Boliden was not allowed to extend the mining area by diverting river flows and in 1997 gained government approval for a long-term decommissioning plan. In 1998, $1.8 million were invested, primarily to enhancing environmental impacts. The company announced closure of the mine during October 2001, following exhaustion of its reserves, having produced over 60Mt of ore during its life.
PLANETARY INGRESS
Barclays banks on star ads

British film stars Sir Anthony Hopkins, Tim Roth and Nick Moran are to star in a trio of TV commercials for Barclays Bank.

Oscar-winner Hopkins, 61, plays a tycoon figure in a 90-second ad called Player, to be shot as a "mini-film".
Uranus moves from Pisces to Aries
Tsunami – Japan
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Fukushima reactor explodes
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BHOPAL GAS TRAGEDY
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MERCURY’S WANDERINGS
Playing Detective
BIRTHDAY NEWS
(Donald)
WASHINGTON, — Nobody should be surprised that George Preston Marshall predicts a full house of 100,000 spectators when his Washington Redskins play the professional football champion Los Angeles Rams in the Los Angeles Coliseum Sept. 6. He might well be right.

STAR—However, there will be a good deal more surprise over his opinion that the No. 1 star of that evening will not be Bob (ex-U.C.L.A.) Waterfield, the top sensation of 1945 pro football, nor Kenny (ex-U.C.L.A.) Washington, the perennial all-around hero, nor Jim (ex-S.C.) Hardy, who was good enough to be a sensation in the Rose Bowl a couple of years ago. He doesn't even claim that Washington's Sammy Baugh will steal the honors, nor Jack (Injun) Jacobs.

TRIP TO SEA BEGINS—Hull of Hercules, huge flying boat, leaves Hughes Aircraft plant for overland trip to Long Beach, where its wings will be attached. The hull measures 220 feet in length, 30 feet high, 24 feet wide.
SHIP ROW SETTLED AT

Destroy All Atomic Bombs, Share Secrets—Offer by U.S.

Plan Hinges on Perpetual Ban for War

NEW YORK, June 14. (AP) The United States today offered to destroy its store of atomic bombs and share the atomic secrets for peaceful use if the world would set up adequate safeguards to make sure this weapon never again could be used as an instrument of war.

These safeguards included:

1. Surrender of the veto power by the five major nations on all matters pertaining to atomic development.

2. Creation of an international atomic development authority with authority.

WASHINGTON, June 14. (AP) — Agreement between Senate and House conference to put the draft age limit back up to 45 years was reported today by Chairman Elbert Thomas (D.) Utah, of the Senate Military Committee.

Approach of a compromise on other differences between the two branches of legislation to extendSelective Service past its present July 1 expiration date was indicated.

M. Curney (R.) S.D., told a reporter the chief point of difference—the drafting of teenagers—probably will be settled.

Plan to Raise Draft to 45, By-pass Boys

Agreement Reported Between Senate and House Conferences
“The basic principle of astrology is that the smallest thing in the universe is subject to the same process as the largest. The same rules apply for both and an action in one sphere will reflect an action in the other. That which affects us in our daily life, reflects that which affects the universe.”

Tai Situ Rinpoche